I. INTRODUCTION

A. Immunoassays
Immunoassays are a group of methods that use antibodies to measure the concentration of an analyte. In the classic radioimmunoassay, antibodies are attached to a solid surface. A sample solution is flowed over this surface, and the antibodies "capture" analyte from the solution by binding to a specific location on the molecules. Radiolabeled antibodies in solution then bind to a second location on the analyte, becoming part of antibody-analyte-antibody "sandwiches" that are attached to the solid surface. After washing off excess radiolabeled antibodies, the amount of radioactivity remaining on the surface is proportional to the analyte concentration. The unique ability of antibodies to bind only one specific species of molecule within a sample containing millions of other species has made the immunoassay an Manuscript received June 18, 1996 ; revised January 31, 1997. D. R. Baselt, G. U Lee, and R. J. Colton are with the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375 USA (e-mail:dbaselt@ stm2.nrl.navy.mil; glee@stm2.nrl.navy.mil; rcolton@stm2.nrl.navy.mil).
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Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9219(97) 03023-5. invaluable tool for medicine, environmental testing, and biological research.
Mainly through the use of novel labeling techniques, certain experimental immunoassays have achieved zeptomole sensitivity, i.e., they can detect 1000 molecules in a 10 microliter sample [1] . Substantial effort has also been devoted to producing "point-of-care" immunoassaybased devices that are simple to operate and rugged enough to be used, not only by laboratories, but also by nurses, field personnel, and patients. Such devices generally use an electronic transducer to directly or indirectly detect the bound antibodies, in which case they are referred to as "immunosensors" [2] . The sensitivity of immunosensors is generally limited either by the transducer sensitivity or by nonspecific binding of molecules to the sensor.
Unfortunately, the cost, size, and mechanical complexity of immunosensors often precludes their use in settings other than clinical laboratories, where they provide only minimal advantages over existing techniques [3] .
B. Atomic Force Microscopy
First described in 1986 [4] , the atomic force microscope (AFM) [also known as the scanning force microscope (SFM)] can image surfaces both in air and under liquids at nanometer resolutions. In its repulsive or contact mode, the AFM lightly touches a tip at the end of a 50-300 m long leaf spring (the "cantilever") to the sample. As a raster scan drags the tip over the sample, a detector measures the vertical deflection of the cantilever, which indicates the local sample height. The detector typically consists of a laser reflected off the cantilever and into a position-sensitive detector ("optical lever," Fig. 1 ) [5] .
AFM can obtain atomic-resolution images on certain samples [6] . It also has the ability to measure how hard or sticky a sample is by pushing the tip down into the sample or pulling the tip up off the sample. Most significantly for the present work, AFM can measure the adhesion between the tip and sample with enough sensitivity to resolve single 10 pN hydrogen bonds [7] , the weakest type of chemical bond. 
C. AFM Studies of Interactions Between Biomolecules
If the tip and sample are coated with two types of molecules, an AFM can measure the force of attraction or repulsion between them, potentially at the level of single pairs of molecules. This type of measurement is of particular interest when applied to biomolecules (such as DNA or antibody/antigen pairs) that specifically bind to or "recognize" each other. The technique is still experimental, but the ability to measure specific binding forces could offer unique insights into the structure and function of these highly-important molecules, and furthermore make it possible to detect or "map" specific molecules on the surfaces of living cells with unprecedented sensitivity and spatial resolution. To date, authors at the Naval Research Laboratory and elsewhere have used AFM to measure interaction forces between single pairs of DNA nucleotides [8] , complementary DNA strands [9] , [10] , streptavidin and biotin [11] - [15] , adhesion proteoglycans [16] , and antibodies and their antigens [17] , [18] .
For example, Lee et al. have measured the force required to tear two complementary strands of DNA apart. In one such experiment (Fig. 2) [9], 20-base-pair long strands of polycytosine (i.e., single-stranded DNA) were covalently attached to the tip and sample. Free strands of polyinosine averaging 160 base pairs long were introduced. When the tip and sample were brought together, these strands would sometimes bind to both the polycytosine on the tip and that on the sample, bridging the tip and sample. The tip and sample were then pulled apart. The cantilever does not sense any force until the slack in the DNA is taken up, at which point tension on the DNA begins to pull the cantilever down. This pull is registered as negative force. When the force is large enough ( 600 pN in Fig. 2 ), the DNA-DNA bonds at either the tip or sample break, and the force on the cantilever returns to zero. The fact that only one negative peak or break point is seen in Fig. 2 indicates that only a single polyinosine strand bridged the tip and sample. No adhesion force is observed if polyinosine is not present, so although this experiment was actually carried out to characterize DNA-DNA binding, it could also be said that it has detected the presence of polyinosine.
The nonideal geometry of most AFM's can produce artifacts [19] ; for example, the 10 tilt of the cantilever relative to the piezoceramic [ Fig. 3(A) ] produces lateral motion of tip versus sample during a measurement. Nonetheless, as expected from theory, intermolecular forces measured by AFM have a linear relationship to the enthalpy of bond formation (Table 1) , and also depend on the speed of bond rupture [11] . D. Cantilever-Based Chemical Sensors Microfabricated cantilever beams for AFM were first constructed by Albrecht et al. in 1989 [20] and have helped make the AFM a successful laboratory instrument. The piconewton force sensitivity, commercial availability, and reasonable cost of micromachined cantilevers contribute significantly to the ease of use and nanometer-scale resolution of AFM's.
These attributes have also inspired various researchers to use AFM cantilevers in novel, non-AFM chemical sensing applications. Gimzewski et al. [21] have used a bimetallic cantilever to measure, with a sensitivity of 1 pJ, the heat of reactions occurring on the cantilever. Thundat et al. [22] have coated cantilevers with various "sensitizing layers," the elastic modulus of which changes upon exposure to a gaseous sample (as a simple example, water vapor will soften a sensitizing layer of gelatin). By measuring the resulting resonant frequency shift of the cantilever Thundat et al. have detected humidity, mercury vapor, natural gas, and mercaptans with picogram resolution. O'Shea et al. were the first to use AFM-cantilever-based sensors in liquid, detecting surface stresses created by electrochemical processes [23] .
II. FABS CONCEPT
The Force Amplified Biological Sensor (FABS) [24] is a cantilever-based immunosensor. It works by measuring intermolecular interactions in much the same way as an AFM, but it has a greatly simplified configuration. Rather than using a piezoceramic translator to pull on intermolecular bonds, FABS uses magnetic particles (Fig. 3) , which eliminates the need to manually position a tip and sample next to each other with picometer precision and stability. The cantilever-beam force transducer is the only element of AFM that FABS retains, but (as described below) to further simplify the instrument we have replaced the optical lever with piezoresistive detection.
The prototype FABS will measure antibody-antigen interactions. One or more cantilevers with attached antibodies will capture antigen (i.e., the analyte) from a sample solution. Particles (2 m) that also have attached antibodies will then bind to the captured antigen. The particles are made of a magnetic material, but to avoid aggregation they must not be magnetized at this stage. After they have bound to the cantilever, a large magnetic field will magnetize the particles while a modulated field gradient exerts force on them. This force will cause particles bound via antibody-antigen bonds to pull on and bend the cantilever, while dislodging nonspecifically bound particles ("force discrimination"). The amount that the cantilever bends will indicate the number of particles bound to the cantilever and, therefore, the concentration of analyte in the sample. We have designed FABS to be capable of detecting a single bound particle, potentially corresponding to a single antigen molecule.
A second detection mode might involve gradually increasing the force on the magnetic particles and determining the number of particles that detach at the expected antibodyantigen interaction force. This method would provide more stringent force discrimination against nonspecifically bound magnetic particles, but would also require magnetic fields 3-10 times larger than the FABS device currently generates.
A. Benefits of FABS
With its ability to detect a single bound molecule and distinguish specific from nonspecific interactions, FABS could potentially have six to eight orders of magnitude more sensitivity than commonly-used immunoassays [24] . This ability would be of value for environmental monitoring. Testing for airborne bacteria or viruses, for example, can presently require several days of air collection to accumulate detectable amounts of analyte. The high sensitivity of FABS could dramatically reduce sampling times and speed the detection of dangerous microorganisms or chemicals.
Furthermore, FABS devices will be small, simple, and rugged, and therefore potentially suitable for point-ofcare applications. The highly miniaturized nature of FABS should also permit the development of multiple-analyte sensors, as will be described below.
The prototype FABS device is a small desktop unit (Fig. 4) . The following sections discuss its critical components.
III. DETECTION HARDWARE
A. Helmholtz Coils
The FABS sensor is essentially a miniaturized vibrating reed magnetometer [25] and, like this instrument, uses a two-component magnet assembly. A "C" shaped permanent magnet produces a 7300 G field that magnetizes the particles, while an antiparallel Helmholtz coil pair with radius mm produces a 200 Hz, 531 G/cm RMS oscillating field gradient that exerts force on the magnetized particles. The gradient produced at the cantilever, midway between the two coils, depends on coil current , the number of turns in the coil , and coil radius as follows (SI units) This equation assumes that the coil wire has no width. is a constant that depends on coil separation : if ; if as in our sensor. Smaller coils therefore provide greater field gradients and, because they have less resistance, require less power.
We make the coils by photolithography of 8 m thick gold films deposited on both the front and back of 125 m thick alumina substrates. Lithography is carried out on both the front and back of the substrates, and we glue two substrates together to form a four-layer stack. The layer closest to the cantilever is a ground plane that shields the cantilever from electric interference, while the other three layers are coils; i.e.,
. The coil traces are 200 m wide. Two coil stacks, separated by 1 mm, form a Helmholtz pair; the cantilever is midway between the two coil stacks. Each FABS cell currently contains two sideby-side Helmholtz pairs, one for a signal cantilever and one for a reference (Fig. 5) . The total resistance of the coil assembly is 2.0 ; the 0.5 A RMS coil current dissipates 0.5 W of power. Without heat-sinking the coil assembly heats up to 60 C, so each coil is glued to a 25 25 3 mm aluminum backing that is in contact with the permanent magnet assembly. This arrangement keeps the temperature to 30 C, suitable for the antibody-antigen chemistry.
Finite-element calculations indicate that, because the FABS coils have a finite width (200 m), the field that they produce is 87% of the value calculated from the above equation.
The electric current requirements of the coils and the size of the permanent magnets will ultimately be the main factors that determine to what extent FABS can be miniaturized. Improvements in other FABS components-the magnetic particles and the cantilevers-will be needed to reduce these requirements. 
B. Magnetic Particles
The force generated by each magnetic particle is where is the volume magnetization of the magnetic material, is the particle diameter, and is the field gradient generated by the Helmholtz coils.
Our intention is to use Dynabeads (Dynal, Inc., Lake Success, NY), commercially available superparamagnetic particles consisting of 12-20% maghemite crystallites dispersed in 2.8 or 4.5 m diameter polystyrene spheres. Dynabeads are remarkably uniform in diameter and can be obtained with covalently-attached streptavidin, so biotinconjugated antibodies are easily attached (see "Antibody attachment chemistry," below). However, Dynabeads and other commercial particles such as Estapor ® beads (Bangs Laboratories, Carmel, IN) and BioMag ® particles (PerSeptive Biosystems, Framingham, MA) are only weakly magnetic compared to most ferromagnetic materials ( Table 2) . We have tested a number of ferromagnetic particles, the most magnetic of which is a gas-atomized Nd Fe BLa powder (Fig. 6 ) [26] custom-made by UltraFine Powder Technology (Woonsocket, RI). The powder has been aerodynamically size-classified to a measured numerically-weighted mean diameter of 2.0 1.1 m (specified mass-weighted mean diameter, 6.35 m). It is 50 times more magnetic than 2.8 m Dynabeads (Table 2 and Fig. 7) . Although NdFeB-type materials corrode easily, tests showed no detectable change in magnetization after 12 h in solution.
Developing these custom particles is a major research challenge. The initially unmagnetized particles tend to magnetize each other during stirring or sonicating operations, resulting in excessive aggregation. Also, the particles quickly settle out of solution because of their high density. Unlike Dynabeads, gas-atomized particles do not have a uniform diameter, so they will have to be further sizeclassified by sedimentation. Finally, as discussed below, any custom particles will require chemical modifications to attach antibodies. C. Cantilevers FABS uses micromachined piezoresistive cantilevers [27] , which are single-crystal silicon structures with a boron-doped surface layer. This layer is conductive, and its resistance changes by a few percent per micron of cantilever deflection. Piezoresistive cantilevers thus have the considerable advantage that the deflection-sensing element is integral to the cantilever, so unlike the optical lever, they require no external lasers and detectors that the user must manually adjust.
In the FABS device, the resistance of the piezoresistive cantilever is measured with a Wheatstone bridge. This arrangement produces an output voltage given by where is the force exerted on the cantilever, is the Wheatstone bridge bias voltage, is the cantilever spring constant, and is the resistance change of the cantilever per unit deflection divided by the resistance of the cantilever . The bias voltage is set to 5 V. When the metal leads attached to a piezoresistive cantilever are immersed in physiological salt solution (containing 150-300 mM NaCl), drives both corrosion of the leads and electrolysis of the solution. Aluminum leads in particular cannot be protected by a reasonable thickness ( 1 m) of coatings such as silicon nitride [28] . Gold leads are preferable; tests with electrochemical cells have demonstrated that neither gold nor the cantilever material corrode when is less than or equal to 5 V. The only effective method we have found to protect aluminum leads involves gluing a small rectangle of 175 m thick glass over them.
The FABS device presently uses piezoresistive cantilevers from Park Scientific Instruments (PSI; Sunnyvale, CA). Several types of Piezolevers TM are available, but the ones we have obtained (Fig. 8) By making the cantilevers longer and thinner, we expect to obtain significantly force higher sensitivity. Deflection sensitivity is correspondingly lowered, but this is not important for FABS. Piezoresistive cantilevers have been fabricated that are 300 m long and 1 m thick, with N/m and per nm; their noise level is 84 pm or 0.616 pN [29] .
To cancel out noise from external vibrations, FABS uses a reference cantilever that is identical to the signal cantilever except that it does not have an antibody coating. Although each cantilever presently has its own Helmholtz coil, finite-element magnetic field calculations indicate that four 100-m-wide cantilevers could share a coil and still experience a field gradient homogenous to within 4%.
IV. ANTIBODY ATTACHMENT CHEMISTRY
The development of a method to immobilize antibodies on cantilevers and magnetic particles is a critical component of the FABS program. Many immunoassays use antibodies that have simply been absorbed onto a solid substrate, but the resulting bond is not strong enough to withstand the magnetic forces used for FABS detection and for the force discrimination method described above. For FABS the antibodies must be strongly attached, leaving the antibody-antigen bond as the weakest in the immunoassay sandwich.
Furthermore, attachment of antibodies to substrates frequently reduces their ability to bind antigen. By binding the antibodies in a controlled orientation and/or allowing them mobility on the end of a "tether" molecule [17] , [30] , a well-designed covalent attachment strategy can enhance the fraction of antibodies that remain fully functional, potentially improving the sensitivity of the immunoassay.
Although the cantilever and NdFeBLa magnetic particle surfaces have different compositions (SiO and iron/neodymium oxide, respectively), they can be chemically modified using similar protocols. Our approach is based on organosilane films, which self-assemble onto hydroxylated surfaces and can present a wide variety of functional groups at their surface. Certain silanes are photolabile and can thus be photopatterned by ablating with ultraviolet radiation [31] . Since ablated regions can then be resilanized, the procedure can be repeated to pattern a number of different functional groups or physical properties [32] onto a single surface. Several laboratories have used organosilane chemistry to create patterned surfaces of nucleic acids [33] , [34] and antibodies [35] - [37] .
Surface modification of FABS cantilevers begins by generating an aminosilane film. A heterobifunctional crosslinker is then attached to the aminosilane; the crosslinker can in turn react with thiols or amines on the antibody or with other biomolecules. Alternatively, the aminosilane film may be functionalized with a biotin-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (Fig. 9) . The resulting biotinylated surface binds the protein streptavidin with high specificity and bond strength. Many antibodies are commercially available as streptavidin (or biotin) conjugates; streptavidin-biotin attachment is widely used in immunoassays.
Photopatterning of the aminosilane films will allow us to confine antibody attachment to a "active region" of about 100 100 m at the end of the signal cantilever, while covering reference cantilevers and other regions with a second silane such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) silane that reduces nonspecific adsorption of analyte molecules. Photopatterning will also be essential to the fabrication of multianalyte arrays of cantilevers.
V. SENSITIVITY AND DYNAMIC RANGE
Our initial demonstrations of the FABS equipment have used NdFeBLa particles, since at present the equipment is not capable of detecting Dynabeads with the desired singlebead sensitivity. As calculated from the above equations, and accounting for a differential amplifier with gain, the prototype FABS instrument should yield 0.15 mV of signal per 2 m NdFeBLa particle. The measured noise level, when detecting with a lock-in amplifier at 200 Hz, is 0.044 mV/ Hz; signal averaging for 102.4 seconds produces a 99% confidence interval of 0.021 mV. Most of this noise is due to Johnson noise in the piezoresistive cantilever [27] .
Although we have not yet integrated chemistry and hardware to perform a complete FABS assay, we have glued a NdFeBLa particle onto a FABS cantilever and measured the resulting signal. In air the measured signal is almost exactly the calculated value; with the cantilever immersed in water, the signal drops to about half the calculated value, perhaps because of damping.
A single bound particle, though detectable, has little statistical significance for a quantitative assay. On the other hand, only about 5000 2 m particles will fit on each cantilever. Each cantilever will therefore have a dynamic range on the order of 10 ( 10-1000 particles). This limited range will require combining, for example, three cantilevers with different antibody densities to obtain a more reasonable dynamic range of 10 . Thus a 1 1 cm array of nine Helmholtz coils, each containing one reference and three signal cantilevers, would be capable of detecting nine analytes.
The sensitivity of FABS is also limited by the number of analyte molecules that come into contact with the active area during the assay. In the limit in which few analyte molecules have bound to the surface, adsorption studies indicate that antibody-antigen bonding is irreversible-i.e., the bonds do not spontaneously dissociate [38] -and mass transport considerations limit the rate of antibody-antigen bond formation. Assuming the cantilever does not affect the flow of fluid at its surface, the number of molecules that come into contact with the active region is where is the mass transport coefficient ( 0.001 m/s [39] 1 ), is the active area, is the amount of time, is the concentration (in molecules/m ) of the analyte in solution, and is the concentration at the cantilever surface (initially zero). If we assume that contacts produces ten detected antibody-antigen bonds, and given the m active area of a cantilever and s, the minimum detectable concentration of analyte is M. This value could be improved by using a larger cantilever, or several cantilevers in parallel, to increase the active area.
VI. CONCLUSION
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